Quantitative estimation of cerebral muscarinic receptors was investigated with the use of the antagonist [llC]tropanyl benzilate ([I I C]TRB) and positron emission tomography (PET). Kinetic modeling alternatives were examined with the goal of identifying an analysis method providing stable receptor measures, yet avoiding biases from inappropriate reductions in model complexity. Dy namic PET scans were performed on six young normal volunteers. Several modeling approaches yielding rela tive receptor density measures were evaluated: (a) a sin gle "late" scan using relative tracer concentration values; (b) a slope estimate from graphic analysis (Patlak plot); (c) a two-compartment, two-parameter model (transport and total ligand distribution volume); (d) a three compartment, two-parameter model using the free + nonspecific distribution volume, DV', fixed to the cere bellar value; (e) an early scan for transport, a fixed value for DV', and a single late scan for the binding rate con-In recent years, positron emission tomography (PET) has been able to provide measures of recep tor density for various neurotransmitter receptor systems in the living human brain. In this study, we investigated the application of kinetic modeling al ternatives for the positron-emitting muscarinic re ceptor antagonist, e IC]tropanyl benzilate (e IC]TRB).
stant; and (f) a three-compartment, three-parameter model. Both computer simulations and PET scan results indicate all methods provide receptor density index mea sures with the same rank order as in vitro measures.
Oversimplified approaches (methods 1 and 2) yield a more highly nonlinear relation between the estimated re ceptor density index and the known receptor density than do methods retaining greater model complexity (methods 3-6). However, noise propagation into the receptor mea sure is greater for the more complex methods. Reliable receptor density information can be obtained from kinetic [llC] TRB PET studies, with methods 3-5 providing the most appropriate levels of model complexity for esti mates of relative muscarinic receptor density. Key Words:
[llC]tropanyl benzilate-Tracer kinetic modeling-Mus carinic receptor-Positron emission tomography-In vivo binding-Receptor imaging.
kinetic modeling of tomographic data [both single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and PET] have been hampered by the in vivo ki netic behavior of the radiopharmaceuticals em ployed, for example e IC]scopolamine (Frey et aI., 1992) , [ l 1C]benztropine (Dewey et aI., 1990a,b) , [123 1 ] 3-quinuclidinyl-4-iodobenzilate (lQNB) (Sawada et aI., 1990; Eckelman et aI., 1984; Holman et aI., 1985) , and e23I]iododexetimide (Miieller Gartner et aI., 1992) . These agents have physi910gic properties, such as long equilibration times caused by slow ligand-receptor dissociation and/or rapid ligand binding compared with transport rates, which make it difficult to assess receptor density accurately. Slow ligand-receptor dissociation rates preclude the use of equilibrium modeling ap proaches as have been employed in the dopaminer gic (Farde et aI., 1986 (Farde et aI., , 1987 and benzodiazepine (Persson et aI., 1985 (Persson et aI., , 1989 Shinotoh et aI., 1986 Shinotoh et aI., , 1989 Pappata et aI., 1988) receptor systems. Overly rapid binding on the basis of a high combined for ward rate constant k3 [= konBmax'] relative to the rate of ligand transport results in a "flow" -or de livery-limited condition where sensitivity to varia tions in receptor density is markedly reduced and ligand distribution becomes sensitive to alterations in ' blood flow.
A limitation in clinical studies of the muscarinic system is that it may not be feasible to perform multi-injection studies at different radio ligand specific activities in humans because of substantial pharmacologic effects on memory and cognition which are poorly tolerated in some sUbjects. In this work, we aimed to separate radioligand delivery from binding processes, giving only a single radio ligand injection. Different analytical methods were investigated to find the optimal level of model com plexity that balances uncertainty and bias in the re ceptor parameter estimates. If an overly complex model is applied, statistical noise propagation into the estimated parameters becomes intolerably high, whereas oversimplifying the kinetic analysis causes substantial biases in the receptor estimates attribut able to blood flow or nonspecific binding.
We present here results of kinetic analysis using two-and three-compartment model configurations containing two or three rate parameters following administration of e IC]TRB in young normal human volunteers. In addition, computer simulations were performed for the prediction of biases and variabil ity associated with each of the methods evaluated.
THEORY

Model configurations
Figure I depicts the general model configuration used for estimation of muscarinic receptor binding information from [l I C]TRB dynamic PET studies. The model consists of a blood compartment (Cp) and a tissue compartment that consists of three subcompartments representing free (CF), nonspecifically bound (CNS)' and specifically bound (Cs) radiotracer. Exchange of radiolabel between com partments is governed by six rate constants (K I -k6) shown in Fig. IA . In all analysis routines evaluated, the free and nonspecifically bound tissue subcompartments are assumed to equilibrate rapidly, as shown in Fig. lB . For this assumption to be valid, the values of the rate constants ks and k6 must be high relative to the transport rate constants K I and k2' and rapid compared with the data sampling intervals. With this assumption, there exist two tissue subcompartments (CF + NS and Cs) and three or four rate constants depending on whether the ligand receptor dissociation is assumed to be negligible during the duration of the study (k4 = 0). The following rate constant definitions describe the kinetic behavior of the simplified model. ]TRB. The model consists of a blood com partment (Cp) and a tissue compartment composed of three subcompartments representing free (CF), nonspecifically bound (CNS)' and specifically bound (Cs) radiotracer. In all the analysis routines evaluated, the free and nonspecifically bound tissue subcompartments are assumed to equilibrate rapidly and thus form a single subcompartment (CF+NS)' The dissociation rate of ligand from specific receptor sites is as sumed to be negligible during the course of the study (k4 = 0).
where fi s cerebral blood flow (ml g-I min-I), Eo is the single pass extraction fraction of the ligand across the blood-brain barrier, PS is the capillary permeability surface area product (ml g-lmin-1 ), kon is the bimo lecular association rate between ligand and receptor (g pmol-1 min -I), Bma x ' is the density of "unoccupied" re ceptors (pmol g-I), and DV' is the summed distribution volumes of the free and nonspecifically bound compart ments (ml g-l) which equalsDVF(1 + ks/k6) orDVF+NS' The quantity (1 + ks/k6) reflects the apparent increase in size of the binding precursor compartment due to non specific binding. Thus, the term 11(1 + ks/k6) describes the fraction of radiolabel available either for transport back to plasma or binding to specific receptor sites and is equivalent to the termf2 used by Mintun et al. (1984) and others. Under conditions where the dissociation rate is equal to zero, the parameter DV' (=K1/k2') no longer reflects the true steady-state free + nonspecific distribu tion volume, which would be described by K1/(k2' + k3'), but merely the ratio of the transport rate constants K I and k2'. Thus, if k4 = 0, the term DV' reflects the distribution volume of the region only under conditions of zero bind ing (i.e., a fully blocked state), not the actual steady-state volume in an unblocked state. Throughout this paper, the term free + nonspecific distribution volume refers to the ratio K1/k2' or DV' and not the true steady-state distribu tion volume of K/(k2' + k3'), even when k4 = O.
If all tissue radioactivity is combined into a single tissue compartment containing free, nonspecifically bound, and specifically bound ligand ( Fig. IC) , then a simplified set of kinetic equations results. The assumptions made in this simplification are that the rates of association and disso ciation are rapid compared with the rates of transport across the blood-brain barrier, and thus that rapid equil ibration occurs between all tissue compartments. The pa rameters .of the kinetic model configuration are as fol lows:
and thus, 
Estimation schemes
Six methods of analysis were employed, ranging from no modeling (relative tissue concentration from a single scan) to a three-compartment, three-rate constant model including cerebral blood volume (CBV), as described be low.
1. Single scan estimate of radioligand tissue concen tration. This is the simplest of the analysis schemes, re quiring no kinetic model. A single PET scan is acquired at some late time after injection. For this approach to yield valid estimates of an index of receptor density, several assumptions are made, including, firstly, that the level of free and nonspecific binding is low relative to the level of specific binding; secondly, that true equilibrium condi tions between all compartments have been reached by the start of the scan, and thirdly, that when dissociation is slow, the transport rates (K, and k2) are greater than the rate of binding (k3)' The validity of the first assumption is dependent upon the tracer selected. Only highly selective ligands meet this requirement. In practice, compliance with the second assumption is difficult. When disso ciation of the ligand-receptor complex is slow, equili-bration time is long, and thus, the radio nuclide has de cayed substantially before equilibrium conditions are ever achieved. For ["C]TRB, equilibration is slow, and the use of "C (t'/2 = 20 min) dictates that the scan be performed within 2 h. Validity of the third assumption is again dependent upon the tracer selected. For this study, single scan values for tracer concentration were acquired at 90-110 min postinjection.
2. Graphic estimation of net rate of radioligand bind ing to receptors. A graphic or Patlak analysis (Gjedde et aI., 1982; Patlak et aI., 1983) can be used to measure the net accumulation of tracer in an irreversible compart ment. The slope of the relation between the tissue con centration divided by plasma concentration (CT(t)/Cp(t» and the integral over time of the plasma input function divided by the instantaneous plasma concentration (J�Cp( T)dT/Cp(t» equals the parameter combination K, k3' I [k2' + k3'] (Gjedde et al., 1982; Patlak et al., 1983) . The method employs a three-compartment, three-parameter model configuration and rate parameters as defined in Eq.
1. The dissociation constant k4 is assumed to be negligible over the course of the study. The index of receptor den sity provided by this approach does not isolate the bind ing parameter k3', but provides instead, an estimate con taining information concerning blood-brain barrier trans port (K, and k2'), in addition to receptor binding. For this approach to yield valid estimates of this index of receptor density, the transport rates, as above, need to be greater than the binding rate. Data from 20-110 min postinjection was used to estimate K,k3'/(k2' + k3').
3. DV" estimate from two-compartment, two-par ameter configuration. This method assumes a single tis sue compartment and parameters defined in Eqs. 2 and 3.
For this approach to be valid, k4 must be nonzero, as described above, and both k3 and k4 should be large com pared with the transport rate parameters (i.e., rapid equil ibration between free + nonspecific and specific com partments). This conflicts with the additional constraint that the ratio k31k4 be large enough for the estimate of DV' to be dominated by specific binding. In other words, if k4 is too large, DV" may overly reflect free and nonspecific binding; however, if k4 is too small, model assumptions are violated and biases in receptor estimates occur. Esti mation of K, and DV' was performed pixel-by-pixel, via a rapid weighted integral method (Alpert et al., 1984; Koeppe et al., 1987) using data from 30 s to 110 min postinjection. The first 30 s following tracer administra tion was omitted from the estimation to minimize CBF effects (Koeppe et aI., 1987) . 4. kj estimate from two-parameter, three-compart ment configuration. In this approach, rate parameters are defined as given in Eq. 1. Ligand-receptor dissociation (k4) is assumed to be negligible over the course of the experiment. No assumption concerning equilibration be tween free + nonspecific and specific compartments is required. A further assumption is that some specified re gion of the brain, often referred to as a "referenee re gion" (Koeppe, 1990 ) has very little specific binding and can be used to estimate the levels of free and nonspecific binding. These values are then fixed when estimating pa rameters for receptor-rich regions. The radioactivity time course in the cerebellum was used to estimate K" k2', and k3', as defined by Eq. 1. The ratio K/k2' or DV', defines the free plus nonspecific distribution volume. This value was then fixed at a constant value for each subject. Fi nally, K" k3', and CBV were estimated for all other re-gions using the assumed value for D V'. Data from 0-110 min postinjection was used for all calculations. Parame ters were estimated using standard nonlinear least squares analysis as described by Marquardt (Bevington, 1969) .
5. Dual scan estimate ofk3• This approach is similar to the previous approach in that it uses the same set of as sumptions, including the existence of a "reference re gion" with very low specific binding. Again, the cerebel lum .was used to provide an estimate of the free + non specific distribution volume, DV', for other regions. In this approach only two scans are required, compared with the entire 11O-min data set for the previous method. First, an early scan (0.5-5.0 min) was used to estimate K1• Be cause of the very slow net clearance rate of activity from tissue (k2'), an estimate of the transport rate that is very close to the true rate could be obtained even when clear ance was ignored entirely. Then the combination of a single late scan, the locally estimated transport rate from the early scan, and the assumed value for DV' from the cerebellum were all used for the calculation of k3' as shown in Eq. 5.
Because k3' appears on both sides of the equation, it can be obtained iteratively. A value for k3' is placed in the right side of Eq. 5, producing an updated estimate of k3' on the left side. This updated estimate is then fed back into the right side, yielding successive approximations of k3' in an iterative manner until the estimate stabilizes.
6. k3 estimate from three-parameter, three-com partment configuration. In this final approach, no as sumed value for free + nonspecific distribution volume is required and no assumption is made concerning equili bration between free + nonspecific and specific compart ments. In each region, K1, k2', k3', and CBV were esti mated using nonlinear least squares analysis from data acquired 0-110 min postinjection. Estimations were also made using a four-parameter, three-compartment model attempting to determine the value of the dissociation rate, k4. Estimations of k4 were constrained to be positive and typically ranged from 0.0 to 0.05 min -I across different brain regions, averaging 0.02 min -I. However, inclusion of a nonzero value for k4 did not improve the goodness of-fit and, in addition, estimates of k3 became consider ably more variable when k4 was included in the estima tion. Thus, all three-compartment estimates reported here assume negligible dissociation (k4 = 0) during the course of the scan.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Human PET studies
Dynamic PET scans were performed on six young nor mal volunteers, ages 21-30 years using a Siemens-CTI 931/08-12 PET tomograph. No-carrier-added, high specific activity (> 1, 000 Ci mmole-I) [IIC]TRB was pre pared by N-[llC]methylation of the desmethyl precursor, as previously described (Mulholland et aI., 1992) . A se quence of 18 scans covering 110 min (2 x 30 sec; 4 x 1 min; 2 x 2.5 min; 2 x 5 min; 7 x 10 min; 1 x 20 min) was initiated upon i.v. injection of 25-50 mCi of [llC]TRB. 1994 Arterial blood samples were drawn rapidly, every 6-8 s, for the first 2 min of the study, then at 2.5, 3,4, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60, 85 , and 110 min postinjection. Plasma was separated from red cells and counted in aNal well counter. The samples nearest to the 1-and 2-min times points and every sample 3 min and after, for a total of 14 samples, were corrected for radiolabeled metabolite lev els using liquid chromatography. Plasma samples (0.4 ml) were added to tubes containing [ 3 H]TRB (Amersham Corp., Arlington Heights, IL, U.S.A.) in 40 mM sodium borate, pH 9.8 (0.6 ml). Samples were applied to Sep-Pak C I S cartridges (Waters, Milford, MA, U.S.A.) and polar metabolites of [llC]TRB eluted in 5 ml of 10 mM sodium borate:ethanol; 1:3 (v/v). Authentic TRB was then eluted in 5 ml of absolute ethanol. The metabolism of [IIC]TRB and chromatographic recovery were estimated from se quential determinations of carbon-II and tritium activi ties in the eluates as described previously (Frey et aI., 1991) . The arterial plasma input function was obtained by multiplying the total plasma count rate curve by the non metabolite fraction. The input function was then deter mined at 1.5-second intervals. Two methods were tested, one using simple linear interpolation between samples and the second fitting a smooth curve with a polynomial function through the peak and a triexponential function through the clearance phase. Results indicated that for low receptor density regions there was extremely small differences between interpolated and fitted input curves.
The ratio of the estimated DV' from the two-compartment model was 1.00 ± 0.02. As the regional receptor density increased, this ratio became more variable due to in creased dependence on the last one or two samples, but still averaged near unity. For example, the ratio in the frontal cortex was 1.04 ± 0.06. Because the variability across subjects was much larger, the linear interpolation method was deemed sufficient and selected for simplicity.
Parameter estimations were performed using either a standard least-squares approach of Marquardt (Beving ton, 1969) for region-of-interest (ROI) fitting (both two and three-compartment methods), or a weighted integral approach (Alpert et al., 1984; Koeppe et ai., 1987) for rapid pixel-by-pixel fitting in the two-compartment method. Least-squares estimation was performed with three different sets of weights: (a) no weights, (b) weights proportional to the detected number of counts per region, and (c) weights calculated by the empirical noise formulas developed by Budinger et al. (1978) . Differences in esti mated parameters between implementations were ex tremely small, typically <0.5% and never >2%. All re sults reported here used the second alternative. Differ ences in estimated parameters between least-squares and weighted-integral approaches were slightly larger with the least-squares values being consistently higher, ranging from 0.8% in the cerebellum to 4.3 and 5.3% in the thal amus and cortex, respectively.
Simulation studies
Computer simulation studies were performed to predict the errors in the parameter estimates for the various model configurations. Both biases due to invalid assump tions for particular model configurations and coefficients of variation from propagation of noise through the esti mation procedures were predicted. Noise-free data were calculated using model equations described by the three compartment, four-parameter model configuration. Pseudo-gaussian noise was added according to the em- shows the fraction of labeled metabolites in the arterial plasma. Note the steady increase in metabolites during the course of the study, reaching approximately 70% by 2 h postinjection.
piric relationship described by Budinger et al. (1978) . One thousand sets of noisy data were calculated for various combinations of rate constants. Each method was then implemented, providing its own receptor measure. These were analyzed with regard to biases, precision (variabil ity), and overall accuracy of each method.
RESULTS
The brain uptake of rt l C]TRB was sufficiently high to obtain satisfactory images until 100-120 min postinjection. Peak whole brain radioactivity con centrations of the tracer ranged from 1.9 to 2.6 fJ-Cil ml brain in five of the subjects who received in jected [ ll C]TRB doses of 27-35 mCi. The activity in subject six, who received a 54 mCi dose, peaked at 4.3 fJ-Cilml. Assuming a brain volume of 1,237 ml, the percent injected dose (decay corrected) in the brain at 90 min postinjection averaged 9.1% (range 7.4-11.0%) across subjects. Average whole brain concentration of TRB ranged from 1.1 to 7.3 nM, arising from administered mass doses between 6 and 31 fJ-g. There was no correlation between in jected mass and cerebral uptake, and the peak total brain concentrations are substantially below in vitro estimates of muscarinic receptor concentration, providing indirect evidence for lack of significant receptor occupancy by TRB. No subject reported antimuscarinic effects, including dry mouth, blur ring of vision, sedation, or memory disturbance during or immediately following the scanning ses sion.
Figures 2 and 3 show data from one of the sub jects (injected dose 28 mCi, 5.5 fJ-g TRB). The arte rial plasma concentration, both total radioactivity (uncorrected) and authentic [ ll C]TRB (corrected), and the percent radiolabeled metabolites of [ ll C]TRB (inset) are plotted against time in Fig. 2 . The curves are similar to those of many neurore ceptor ligands, with rapid clearance of unmetabo lized tracer from blood and radiolabeled metabo lites steadily increasing during the course of the study. Plasma metabolite fractions averaged slightly >70% by 110 min postinjection. Figure 3 shows typical [ ll C]TRB time-activity curves for a variety of brain regions, including putamen, cau date nucleus, frontal cortex, thalamus, pons, and cerebellum. Note that the ability to identify differ ences in receptor density between the receptor-rich regions, such as the basal ganglia and cortex, and even regions of moderate density, such as the thal amus, is difficult in comparison to their distinction from regions of low density, such as the cerebellum. This is predicted by the simulation studies as dem onstrated in Fig. 4 . Table 1 summarizes results from the six young normal volunteers for each of the six analysis schemes. Mean values and coefficients of variation (CV) are reported for measures of the receptor related parameter for each method. The variability in the estimates increase dramatically as the com plexity of the model increases, ranging from 10- min -1, respectively). The free to nonspecific distribution vol ume ratio was assumed to be 1 :3, and thus, the parameter ks, which is linearly related to receptor density, was varied from 0.0018 to 1.8 min-1. The nonlinear behavior exhibited at high receptor densities (large values for kJk2) in this plot depicts the flow-limited condition. The inset shows that the nonlin ear nature of the tissue response with varying receptor den sity is readily discernible at kJk2 ratios below 1.0.
15% for the single scan and graphic approaches to 30-40% or more for the three-parameter estimation. However, since the precise regional receptor den sities are not known in each individual, it is impos sible to quantify the degree of bias exactly; approx imate levels of bias can be assessed by comparison to the in vitro equilibrium human binding studies of Lin et al. (1986) . This is seen by examination of Table 2 and Fig. 5 , which show relative values for the receptor measure, normalized to the mean glob al value for each method. Assuming that in vitro estimates of muscarinic receptor density yield the same regional receptor density pattern, it can be seen that the oversimplified models produce recep tor measures with considerable bias. Even though each approach provides regional estimates of an in <lex of receptor density with the same rank order (except for caudate nucleus), the simple approaches show a severely compressed range of estimates.
The simulation studies performed predict the re sults from human PET studies shown in Tables 1 and 2. The primary cause of compression in the range of the relative receptor density estimates stems from the flow-limitation effects described in the introductory section. Figure 4 shows results of a J Cereb Blood Flow Metab, Vol. 14, No. 1, 1994 simulation which demonstrates the nonlinearity in PET tissue response as a function of the ratio of the binding rate constant to the transport rate constant from brain to blood, k31k2' In these simulations, k2 was held constant at 0.18 min -1 whereas k3 was varied from 0.0018 to 1.8 min -1. Note the increas ing loss of sensitivity in the tissue concentration as this ratio increases, indicated by the flattening of the curve. Nonlinearity in this relation is easily ob served at ratios as low as 0.5 (inset). As the value of k31k2 increases above 2, the sensitivity to changes in k3 and, hence, receptor density are quite low. Above this ratio, it becomes exceedingly difficult to differentiate transport and binding processes.
Two primary goals of any analysis method are to accurately distinguish regions of differing receptor density and to differentiate between the transport and binding processes. With the difficulty of accom plishing these goals for e 1C]TRB clearly demon strated in Fig. 4 , the success of separating regions with differing receptor density for each of the meth ods is seen in Fig. 5 . Receptor estimates from the methods are plotted versus density measures from the in vitro studies of Lin et al. (1986) . Much better differentiation is achieved using the two-and three parameter estimation methods ( Fig. 5C-F) com pared with the single scan or graphic analyses ( Fig.  5A and B ), yet with an increase in the uncertainty in the estimated receptor parameter. The four meth ods which yield the best results are the methods in which an attempt is made to differentiate effects of ligand delivery and binding.
Of these four methods, three assume a three compartment model, whereas only the K 1 :DV" ap proach assumes a two-compartment configuration. The slow net clearance of tracer from the brain (combination of k2 and k4) raises concerns about the validity of the two-compartment assumptions. Fig  ure 6A shows results from simulation studies of the two-compartment, two-parameter method, plot ting DV" versus Bmax'IKD, for values of the disso ciation rate ranging from 0.002--0.04 min -1. The re lation between the two is very linear when k4 > 0.02 min -1 except for slight variations due to free + nonspecific binding at low receptor densities. As k4 decreases below 0.02 min -1, the relation between the estimated DV" and Bmax'IKD becomes progres sively more nonlinear and DV" becomes less sensi tive to changes in Bmax' I KD (slope < 1.0). It is in this range of association and dissociation rates that the model assumptions begin to fail, causing mea surable bias in the receptor estimates. The break down of the model is indicated by poor agreement between measured and predicted data as shown in Fig. 6B . The reduced X2 value increases rapidly as k4 decreases below 0.02 min -I , indicating the in ability to describe the data with a simple two compartment model. Even for dissociation rates above 0.02 min -I, goodness-of-fit is reduced when receptor density is low. Kinetic estimates of k4 for [ ll C]TRB, even though highly variable, averaged just below 0.02 min -I and, thus, TRB appears to dissociate just rapidly enough to allow use of a two compartment model. The human results presented in Tables 1 and 2 and in Figs. 5C, 8, and 9 confirm that k4 is not so small that a two-compartment model is invalid. Figure 7 shows the uncertainty in the ligand dis tribution volume estimate as a function of distribu tion volume for various transport rates. For a given rate of transport there exists a rather abrupt thresh old for DV" values above which the estimation pro cedure breaks down rapidly. For typical e IC]TRB transport rate constant values in cortical structures and basal ganglia of 0.15-0.20 ml g -Imin -I, this threshold is at �40 ml g -I. Receptor densities that yield DV" values above 40 ml g-I would be very poorly differentiated. Figure 8 shows images at four different brain lev els for analysis methods 1, 2, 3, and 5 from one of the volunteers. Each row shows a different "mea sure" of relative receptor density. Here one can visualize the effects of uncertainty and bias that have been discussed above. As the complexity of the model increases, the noise in the images in creases in concordance with both the simulation studies and the regional analysis for both absolute and normalized data (Tables 1 and 2). In contrast, however, the differentiation between regions of varying receptor density is much greater as the complexity of the model increases. Figure 9 shows pixel-by-pixel estimates of K I and DV" using a two compartment modeling approach for the 15 slices of our Siemens/Cn 931 scanner. Typical values of the transport rate constant in gray matter structures are 0.15-0.20 ml g-Imin -I, indicating a single pass ex traction fraction of 25-30%. Values for DV" range from �3.0--4.0 ml g-I in the cerebellum to over 40 ml g -1 in the basal ganglia.
DISCUSSION
This study evaluated and compared alternatives for extracting quantitative information from a single dynamic PET study using the muscarinic cholin ergic antagonist, e IC]TRB. Other attempts to quan tify muscarinic receptor densities in vivo have been difficult using either SPECT or particularly PET ra dioligands, due to the shorter half-lives of positron emitting isotopes, because the net dissociation rate of the selected ligands from the receptor is slow, and hence equilibration times are long (hours to days). When using iodinated SPECT agents, such as 123IQNB, one has the ability to scan 24 h or later In vitro density (pmol/g) Q) a.
0
.2 1. 5 en "C Q) uncertainty. The single scan and graphic methods (A and 8) demonstrate low uncertainties in the relative receptor density measure; however, the range is severely compressed, particularly at high densities. The two-compartment method (C) and the three-compartment, two-parameter methods (0 and E) yield similar results. Kinetic modeling provides more linear relations between the receptor measure and in vitro results, but with a corresponding increase in the uncertainty, particularly in the three-compartment approaches. The three-compartment, three-parameter approach (F) produces more variable estimates with out any further reduction in estimation bias. after injection of tracer, allowing a much greater time for equilibration than is possible when using carbon-ll (�2 h) or fluorine-18 (8-10 h) labeled agents. However, if the rate of dissociation of ligand from receptor is slower than the net rate of tracer clearance from the blood, true equilibration does not occur even at delayed times long after in jection. Analysis approaches that rely on achieving equilibrium between free and bound compartments to assess receptor binding may thus have to be abandoned in favor of kinetic approaches. This is particularly true for short-lived l ie-labeled radioli gands. Six separate analysis methods, covering a range of model complexities, were performed and the util ity of each for determination of an index of musca rinic receptor density was evaluated. As the analy sis schemes employed were made more complex, reduced bias was traded for decreased precision of the receptor estimates. The simplest methods of analysis, the single scan and graphic approaches, are subject to substantial biases because of the transport limitation effects (see next sections). In contrast, the most complex approach implemented, the three-compartment, three-parameter model, at-tempts to differentiate kinetically between the transport and binding processes, removing ligand delivery effects, but suffers from a lack of sensitiv ity in the measured data to changes in receptor den sity, once again due to a nonoptimal k31k2 ratio. Thus, accurate assessment of receptor density indi ces using both the most simple and most complex methods examined here are hampered by delivery limited accumulation of radiotracer, but with error propagating into the receptor estimate in the form of increased bias for the more simplified approaches and in the form of increased uncertainty for the more detailed modeling approach.
Single scan estimate of radioligand tissue concentration
The single scan estimation is simply the measure ment of the tissue concentration at a late time (�1-2 h) after injection. Advantages of this approach are that only a single scan is required, no blood samples or metabolite analyses are needed, no kinetic anal ysis or parameter estimation is required, and an im age is available for visual as well as ROI analysis. Major limitations arise due to invalid assumptions that are inherently made when employing this Ligand Distribution Volume DV"
(ml/g) method of analysis. The principal assumptions are that all of the radiotracer in the brain at a late time after injection is specifically bound and that equi librium has been achieved. Neither is valid. To the degree that the ligand is delivery limited, the re gional pattern of the single scan reflects not only for transport rate constant values ranging from 0.06 to 0.30 ml g-1 min-1 when using the two compartment model approach. Note that for any given value of K 1 , estimates of DV" remain rela tively stable until receptor density increases above a certain threshold. As the rate of delivery increases, the effects of flow limitation are re duced and thus the threshold for accurate esti mation of the receptor density index also in creases. Conversely, for a given receptor den sity, uncertainty in DV" is reduced as the rate of ligand delivery increases.
regional receptor distribution, but also regional variations in ligand delivery. In addition, because no blood samples are taken, there is no absolute measure that allows comparison of one individual with another, except for normalizing uptake to in jected dose and possibly the subject's weight. This   FIG. 9 . Pixel-by-pixel estimates of K 1 (a) and DV" (b) using the two compartment analysis for the 15 slices from a typical subject's scan. The functional images of transport rate are similar in appearance to those of a cerebral blood flow im age set. Cerebral cortex, basal gan glia, thalamus, cerebellum and brainstem structures each have comparable rates of TRB transport. DV" reflects receptor density as can be seen by the high values in basal ganglia and cortex, moderate val ues in thalamus, low values in pons, and very low values in the cerebellum. Note, however, that the increased noise propagation and appearance of fitting artifacts in the DV' images are not present in the K 1 images.
approach has greater potential when used with I S F _ labeled ligands and SPECT agents, which allow a closer approach to equilibrium.
Graphic estimation of net rate of radioligand binding to receptors
The graphic estimation, or Patlak plot, is also straightforward, involving only a simple linear re gression, and thus provides a reliable estimate of the overall accumulation rate of ligand bound to specific receptor sites. A pixel-by-pixel map of this parameter yields an image of the predicted distribu tion at t = 00 by assuming irreversible binding. This approach, identical in form to that successfully em ployed for estimation of glucose metabolic rate from e S F]fluorodeoxyglucose, provides parameter estimates with relatively high precision (CV < 17% except for cerebellum), as seen in Tables 1 and 2. The estimate of the slope or overall uptake param eter has the advantage over the single scan method of furnishing absolute measures (through the use of metabolite-corrected arterial blood samples) which allow global comparisons across subjects. Two sig nificant problems exist with this approach for use with TRB or any flow-limited ligand. As with method 1, the estimate of the "Patlak" slope (K I k31 [k2 + k3]) is sensitive to effects from both ligand transport (K1 and k2) and binding (k3)' More careful examination of the components composing the slope term provides another means of explaining the effects seen in a flow-limited situation. By sep arating the slope into the initial uptake rate K1, and a retention fraction k3/[k2 + k3], the effects that various combinations of parameters have on the overall estimate become apparent. Consider two conditions: first, one extreme where k3 � k2 ' and secondly, the opposite, where k2 � k3. In the first case, the term k3/[k2 + k3] approaches unity and, thus, the slope is proportional to K I ' Under these conditions, the slope reflects the rate of delivery entirely, whereas changes in receptor binding will go completely unobserved. In the second case, the term k3/[k2 + k3] approaches k31k2' and thus the slope reduces to Klk3lk2' Under these conditions, the estimate of the slope changes linearly with changes in receptor density, and effects of changes in flow or delivery (causing similar changes in K l and k2) would be m.inimal. Unfortunately, many muscarinic radioligands, including [ ll C]TRB, have parameter values for receptor-rich regions closer to the first condition. Because a late single scan image is very similar in appearance to a "Patlak" image, similar conclusions can be made concerning the sensitivity of methods 1 and 2 to changes in recep tor density. Another assumption of the graphic ap- Vol. 14, No.1, 1994 proach is that the binding process is essentially ir reversible (k4 = 0). This assumption remains nearly valid for regions of high receptor density, where the likelihood is high that any radioligand which does happen to dissociate will rebind instead of being cleared from the brain. However, for regions of low density, the assumption breaks down. The effects of this can be seen in the increased variability of the graphic estimate in the cerebellum (Tables 1 and 2) . The presence of a nonzero dissociation rate can also be detected if the Patlak plot fails to become linear. For TRB, the plots became fairly linear by 20 min (real time) postinjection. By the end of the study (110 min), a slight decrease in the slope was seen particularly in regions with lower receptor densi ties. Thus, the estimates of the slope are somewhat dependent on the time interval chosen for analysis. However, when 20-60 versus 60-110 min was used for analysis, the slope values differed by < 10% in all regions except cerebellum, where the values changed by �20%. Thus, the major problem asso ciated with a Patlak analysis of TRB is not the non linearity in the plot, but that the slope of the plot reflects both K l and k3 ' and increasingly reflects K l as the receptor density increases.
3. DV" estimate from two-compartment,
two-parameter configuration
The two-compartment, two-parameter approach (K1 and DV") attempts to separate the effects of delivery and binding by estimating an uptake pa rameter and a total ligand distribution volume in tissue. Thus, the approach is considerably less sen sitive to "flow" -related biases than the first two methods. As shown by Eq. 3, the relation between the estimated parameter DV" and the parameter of interest Bmax'IKn is linear (provided a two compartment model is valid), but with slope equal to the free distribution volume and y-intercept equal to the free + nonspecific distribution volume, DV'. As receptor density increases, the specific distribu tion volume term of Eq. 3 dominates and D V' yields progressively less-biased estimates of Bmax' I Kn. However, in regions with low receptor density, such as the cerebellum, DV" increasingly reflects free and nonspecifically bound ligand. Note from the normalized receptor density index values shown in Table 2 , that DV' results are similar to the k3 estimates from methods 4-6 except in the cerebel lum where the relative DV' is higher due to a greater fraction of the signal coming from free and nonspe cific compartments. Even so, this method proves to distinguish high and low receptor regions consider ably better than the first two methods. Further more, since the free + nonspecific component (D V') of the total distribution volume can be esti mated from a three-compartment analysis of the cerebellum, it can be subtracted from DV', and hence the bias can be reduced.
The two-compartment method has a potentially problematic assumption concerning the rate of dis sociation. In order for DV" to accurately reflect the total ligand distribution volume (a) k4 must be rapid enough to allow the tissue to appear as a single homogeneous compartment (nearing equilibrium conditions) making a two-compartment model valid, yet (b) k4 must be small enough such that the ratio k31k4 is the dominating term of DV' in Eq. 3. From Fig. 6 we see that potential violation of these assumptions does not cause substantial parameter bias as long as the rate of dissociation is 0. 02 min � \ or greater. This is because the relation between the estimate of DV" and the value of Bmax'IKD is quite linear (Fig. 6A ) in spite of the poorer goodness-of-fit ( Fig. 6B ) in regions with low receptor density. Since our kinetic estimates of the values of k4 for [IIC]TRB (applying a three-compartment, four parameter model including the dissociation rate as a model parameter) averaged about 0. 02 min � \, it is obvious that k4 is small enough to allow the ratio of k31k4 to dominate DV' and yet is just large enough to avoid substantial biases because of inappropriate use of the two-compartment modeling approach. The biases that do occur in D V" occur in the areas of low receptor density as an overapproximation of Bmax'IKD. In high receptor density regions, biases are not a problem; however, the uncertainty in DV' is high due to the flow-limited condition that exists at this extreme, as is shown by simulations in Fig. 7 and estimates from human data shown in Fig. 5 . As with the Patlak method, a measure of good ness-of-fit also gives indication about the appropri ateness of model configuration used for this method. If a two-compartment model is inappropri ate then (a) goodness-of-fit will be poor and can be improved by use of a three-compartment model, and (b) the estimates of D V" will be dependent on time interval used for analysis. We found that good ness-of-fit was significantly improved (F test) only in the cerebellum, indicating a two-compartment model to be inappropriate only in this region. Other regions showed insignificant improvements in l following addition of a second tissue compartment. As fewer than the full 110 min of data was used in the fit, variability in the DV" estimates increased substantially, indicating both the need for using all 110 min of data in the fit and the high sensitivity to tracer delivery plus lack of sensitivity to binding in the early data.
The above observations, in conjunction with the moderate CV s of 20--30% reported in Tables 1 and 2 suggest that the two-parameter technique does pro vide sufficiently accurate estimates of the ratio Bmax'IKD over the typical range of muscarinic re ceptor densities found in humans.
4. k3 estimate from two-parameter,
three-compartment configuration
The three-compartment, two-parameter ap proaches (estimating K\ and k3) are similar in nature and yielded very similar results. In these methods, like the K\ :DV' approach, transport and binding rates are estimated separately, but in addition, an attempt is made to remove effects from free and nonspecifically bound radioactivity. The parameter konBmax' is estimated instead of Bmax'IKD. Both methods assume that the net dissociation of ligand from receptors is small during the course of the ex periment and also that the free + nonspecific dis tribution volume DV' is known. This method relies on an estimate of DV' from the "reference region" (in this case the cerebellum) which is assumed to have minimal specific binding. Because the esti mate of k3 in the cerebellum was only �0.02 min � \, this assumption appears to be valid. We also used the cerebellar DV' value from method 3 (which in cludes any specific binding that occurs) as DV' to obtain estimates of k3 in other regions, and found them to be nearly identical to those obtained using DV' from three-parameter cerebellar fits, again sup porting the use of the cerebellum as a reference region for methods 4 and 5. As with the previous methods, sensitivity to changes in receptor number in regions of high density is poor and thus, variabil ity in estimate of k3 increases considerably at higher receptor densities.
S. Dual scan estimate of k3
The two scan approach has the additional draw back that the k3 estimates were found to be time dependent (because only a single late scan was used). This time dependency indicates a discrep ancy between model predictions and actual data.
6. k3 estimate from three-parameter,
three-compartment configuration
The final analysis method, the thre�-com partment, three-parameter method, shows too high a degree of variability in the estimates of the recep tor-related parameter k3 to warrant serious consid eration as the method of choice (Tables 1 and 2) . This can be explained by the low sensitivity of the measured PET data to changes in receptor density as predicted by the simulations shown in Fig. 4 and the actual measured data shown in Fig. 5 .
Comments on delivery limited uptake
If the inability to achieve equilibrium is coupled with a high rate of binding (k3 = konBmax') relative to the rates of transport across the blood-brain bar rier, a situation arises where the net uptake or ac cumulation of radiotracer is said to be " flow lim ited. " The concept of this condition is that the quantity of ligand bound to specific receptor sites is limited by the amount of tracer delivered to the tis sue, which results in greater difficulty in distin guishing transport fr om binding processes. Thus, if regional changes in net accumulation of tracer are detected in human studies, it may not be clear whether they are caused by altered delivery of the tracer (K)) or by differences in receptor binding (konBmax') . It is important to point out that whereas the net accumulation of tracer is limited by flow or actually transport (flow x extraction), it is the bind ing rate relative to the rate at which the tracer is transported from tissue back to blood, k31k2 not k31 K), that determines whether the transport and bind ing parameters can be distinguished kinetically. If the value of k3 is high relative to k2 ' nearly all the ligand that enters the brain is bound and little clears back to blood. Thus, the accumulation of tracer is, at least in part, proportional to the amount of tracer delivered to the brain and not the available number of receptor sites. If k3 is large relative to K) , but not relative to k2 (i. e. K)lk2 is small), then the transport and binding parameters could be distinguished kinetically and unbiased estimates of receptor bind ing may be obtained . Because K) would be small in this scenario, however, the total amount of radio activity that would get into the brain is low. The statistics of such a condition would be poor and the precision of the parameter estimates would suf fer. Since the bidirectional transport rates across the blood-brain barrier, K) and k2 ' are typically similar (i.e., the tissue distribution volume or par tition coefficient for the fr ee ligand is � 1), this situation seldom arises. In practice, if k3 is large relative to K), it is also large relative to k2 ' and therefore the ratio k31 K) usually does indicate whether transport and binding processes will be hard to separate.
A major difficulty in the analysis of the data from another muscarinic receptor ligand developed and evaluated previously in our facility, [IIC]scopola mine (Frey et aI. , 1992) , was caused by this exact problem of high binding rate compared with the rate of clearance. The best estimates of the ratio of k31k2 with this ligand ranged from 0. 2 in cerebellum, to 2 in pons and thalamus, to 5 and lO in cortex and basal ganglia, respectively. These ratios are clearly in the range where sensitivity to changes in receptor J Cereb Blood Flow Metab. Vol. 14. No. 1. 1994 binding is limited for regions other than cerebellum. e )C]TRB was developed and evaluated in an at tempt to select a radiopharmaceutical with a more favorable ratio of binding to transport rates. Im provements were expected based on studies in rats which indicated that TRB has both a higher blood brain barrier transport rate and a lower receptor affinity than scopolamine. The results in human vol unteers presented in Table 1 show k31k2 ratios rang ing from 0. 1 in cerebellum, 0.6 in pons, 1.0 in thal amus, to 2. 5-3.5 in cortex and basal ganglia, respec tively. These ratios are approximately 113 to 112 of those for scopolamine, indicating a substantial im provement in ability to separate transport and bind ing processes. As demonstrated by Fig. 4 , the k31k2 ratios for cortex and basal ganglia are still in a range where there is low sensitivity for detecting changes in receptor binding. This may be complicated in studies of diseased states where transport rates are often below normal, further reducing the sensitivity to receptor density alterations. This effect is dem onstrated in Fig. 7 where a decrease in K) as small as 0.03 ml g-)min -) (i.e., 0. 18 decreasing to 0. 15) causes a dramatic increase in the uncertainty in D V" estimates, particularly when DV' is higher than 25-30 ml g-).
In conclusion, we have tested a variety of analy sis schemes for assessing different indices of mus carinic cholinergic receptor density using [IIC]TRB and PET. The primary difficulty in assessing mus carinic receptor density using most of the previ ously proposed or current radioligands has been that the rate of binding relative to clearance is too high in receptor-rich regions causing reduced sensitivity of the measured PET data to changes in receptor concentration. We have shown that [IIC]TRB is superior to [1IC]scopolamine in this re gard, but differentiation between regions of high density is still problematic. Of the methods tested, the three two-parameter estimation techniques (methods 3, 4, and 5) yield the best compromise between bias due to inability to distinguish between delivery of ligand and binding, and loss of precision due to the insensitivity to changes in receptor den sity. Of these, the K):DV' approach is best suited for pixel-by-pixel analysis. The simplified methods are overly biased, whereas a full three-parameter estimation yielded extremely high uncertainties. Thus, for [I1C]TRB, either an estimation of Bmax'i KD from the two-compartment, K ) :DV' approach, or konBmax' from the three-compartment, K):k3 ap proach provided the best fitting alternatives. The final choice may depend upon which combined pa rameter, Bmax'IKD or konBmax', proves to be a more stable index of the true receptor density. The ability to quantify muscarinic receptors using lie-labeled tracers could be enhanced if an alternative ligand had a higher blood-brain barrier permeability (higher transport rate) and a somewhat lower affin ity than TRB, thus reducing the effects associated with delivery-limited uptake.
